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Begin your Helper journey here!

Build and activate your profile on our Lookout Connect hiring platform and join the Five Good Friends community of Helpers.
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Create your profile.

Find your dream job!


A profile on Lookout Connect also enables you to be found by Australia’s top aged care and disability support organisations who are looking for skilled and passionate care workers like you. 
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Transform the way you

manage your career.


We collaborate with you to ensure that your profile truly reflects your capabilities and qualifications. We’ll also help you with career advice or improving your skills so that you can access even more opportunities in the care industry.
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What to expect when you join Five Good Friends.

Support people in your community, choosing when you do it, and earning on your terms. You’re the boss!
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Earn more

Set your own rates and earn more. You’ll earn an industry leading hourly rate that reflects the value of the work you do.
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Your job, your choice

Rejoice in the freedom to choose who you work with and the hours you work. It’s a great flexible work opportunity.
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A perfect match

We take the time to find Members that are a perfect match for you so you can enjoy more meaningful connections.
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Training & development

We provide opportunities to do training and upskilling so you can develop your business and grow in your career.
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Magic technology

Care connects us, and so can technology. The resulting combination is a magical experience.
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The next steps.
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1. Create an account

Sign up to Lookout Connect so you can start building your profile .
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2. Build your profile

Add a standout bio, add your work history, select your employment preferences and upload the required documents.
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3. You're ready to go!

Once your documents have been verified your profile will be visible and we can start finding opportunities that are a great match for you.
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We invite you to find your ‘ikigai’.

Our ‘ikigai’ is when passion, profession and vocation become our purpose. Your ikigai doesn’t need to be a grand vocation - it can be found in humble tasks like helping someone clean their house or brewing a cup of tea to share with a friend.

Live with a sense of purpose each and every day. With Five Good Friends you’ll be able to do work that feels important and makes life worth living. 
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“Five Good Friends allows me to work around my university schedule. It’s so much fun and a great way to meet people!”

Tatiana F.

Sydney
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“I no longer have to worry about balancing work with my lifestyle. The flexibility is great and I feel like I’m making a difference.”

Peter A.

Melbourne
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Become a Helper today.

Sign up to become a Helper today! Support others and be your own boss on the Five Good Friends platform.

Your full legal name*
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Email address*
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Phone number*
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State*

Which state do you live in?
Queensland
New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia
Tasmania
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Since turning 16, have been a citizen or permanent resident of a country other than Australia?

I’ve been a citizen or permanent resident in Australia only

I've got a citizenship or have been a permanent resident of another country since turning 16
You will need to sign this statutory declaration and have it signed by an authorised witness.







I agree to the following:

•  I am 18 years of age or older

•  I am legally entitled to work in Australia

You must be either an Australian citizen, New Zealand citizen, a permanent resident, or have a valid visa to work in Australia.

•  I agree to the Brokerage Terms and Conditions.







Become a Helper 
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Your application has been received.

Thank you for choosing to become a Helper with us. You shall receive an email shortly with information on the next steps.
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Questions?

Talk to a care advisor
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Talk to someone
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Learn More


About us


Pricing


Corporate








Our App


Helpers


Support


Contact us






Careers


Self managed order request


Log in


Begin today






1300 787 581


[email protected]
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